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ePrint Direct Ltd
Skyline
Ideal for in-plant print rooms and
commercial
facility
management
companies, Skyline provides an easy,
fast and accessible way for users to
submit print jobs direct from their
desktop PC and an efficient way for
the print room to manage production.
Skyline is available both as an in-house
installation and as a hosted service.

Solution value proposition

Our in-house installation offers the ability
for integration with your internal network
infrastructure. The hosted service allows
customers to benefit from the service
without the need for capital outlay on
the software and Server hardware - ideal
for those customers looking for a particularly fast implementation.

Despite in-plant print room offering many benefits for their
organisations, there is often under utilisation of these great
in-house facilities. A challenge for the in-plant print room is to
become the easy option for users and to offer a complete solution
for all printing needs. Skyline helps generate much greater print
volumes by enabling you to provide a “desktop” print service for
your users and by making the process of ordering print simple and
user friendly.

Skyline provides an easy, fast and accessible way for users to submit
print jobs direct from their desktop. This accessibility results in a
higher volume of print room users and a greater print volume.
Skyline also enables print rooms to work more efficiently by
ensuring jobs arrive at the print shops as print ready PDFs and
with complete instrutions.

Solution main benefits
•

•

Increased Print Volume

Increased Efficiency

In today’s business climate print rooms are often under pressure to
demonstrate that their services will reduce costs and will provide
a better level of response. Skyline addresses a key issue impacting
levels of response by ensuring the work arrives at the print room as
print ready PDFs with clear instructions. Skyline also enables
in-plant print rooms to effectively promote their products and
services and offer a portfolio of popular templates and documents
at the best possible price.

•

Integration Capabilities

Skyline architecture delivers extensive integration capabilities with
in-house databases and production devices so you can review,
manage, and report on work as needed.
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Industries served
Education
The majority of in-plant print rooms in the education sector serve a large number of
staff and students across multiple sites. The print rooms are responsible for a diverse
array of printing, from single A4 sheets to the Prospectus, and traditionally work is
submitted as hardcopy and delivered by hand or via internal mail. Skyline addresses
these issues by providing an easy, fast and accessible way to submit print jobs from
multiple sites and ensures the work arrives at the print room as print ready PDFs with
clear instructions.

Specifications
Skyline Premium minimum requirements:

Financial Services

•

MS Windows Server 2003 or 2008

•

DVD Drive

•

4 Gb RAM, 2.5 GHz processor

•

20 Gb system drive & 500 Gb Data drive

Within the financial sector, print rooms often have to effectively align services with
their organisation to support business needs and to provide continuous
improvements. Skyline is a powerful tool in the drive for greater efficiency and
profitability. Skyline’s architecture delivers extensive integration capabilities with
in-house databases and production devices so you can review, manage, and report
on work.

Skyline Start minimum requirements:
•

MS Windows XP SP3, Vista SP2 or
Windows 7. Skyline Start can not be
licensed on a server PC.

•

DVD Drive

•

2 Gb RAM, 2.5 GHz processor

•

20 Gb system drive & 500 Gb Data
Drive

General Office
The general office environment generates large volumes of desktop printing daily. A
challenge for the organisation’s in-plant print room is to offer a complete solution for
all printing needs rather than just ‘specialised’ printing. Skyline helps access the
potential profit for the print room, and savings for the organisation, in on-demand
short daily print runs by enabling you to provide a “desktop” print service.

Government

Xerox products supported:
•

FreeFlow Print Server and DocuSP

•

EFI Fierys

•

Creo

•

Postscript and PCL

Government organisations are under pressure to offer the most cost efficient services.
Skyline enables their in-plant print rooms to offer a portfolio of all the printing services
their users could need at the best possible price. Skyline also enables the in-plant print
room to effectively promote their products and services, generating increased printing
volume and greater efficiency savings.
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